
 

St Mary’s Together 
English Work 

Red Class 
w/c 29/6/20 

Please ensure your child reads for 10 minutes each day 

 
Please ensure your child chooses at least one writing task to complete from this week’s project grid. 

 

Monday Mr Mc is reviewing at the ‘ch’ sound today. 

   https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Gvqw7zdoEp8 

Tuesday Speaking and Listening 
Watch and listen to the story of Goldilocks and the Three Bears being told in this 
storytelling video: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0oUP2PFeOi8 
Talk about the story. What happened in this tale? What happened at the beginning? 
What did Goldilocks eat? Where did she sit? Where did she sleep? What happened in 
the end? Explore the repeating patterns in the story. How many bowls were there? 
What did Goldilocks say each time, ‘This porridge is too hot. This porridge is too 

cold. This porridge is just right.’ Repeat this discussion about the chairs and the 
beds, talking about the number, size and what Goldilocks said. Together, draw 
pictures to show the three bowls, three chairs and three beds. Write labels for each 
object together, e.g. ‘Too hot’ ‘’Too cold’ ‘Just right’. The main thing is to spot the 
pattern and to practise saying the phrases, so it is fine to write for your child. Use 
the pictures to retell the story, pointing to each object and saying the repeating 
phrases. 

Wednesday Phonics 
Mr Mc is reviewing at the ‘th’ sound today. 

    https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bib4GMMXfZQ 

Thursday Writing 
Reread and enjoy Goldilocks. Did Goldilocks think of the consequences when she 
went around, eating, sitting, and sleeping? Did she mean to upset the family? 
Write a list of jobs. Talk about how you might feel if someone went into your home 
and ate your breakfast or damaged your toys. Discuss the idea of making amends. 
What might help to make the bears feel better? What could Goldilocks do? Discuss 
ideas, e.g. She could cook some more porridge or fix the chair or cheer up Baby Bear 
with a bedtime story. Write a list of 2-3 jobs that she could do. 

Friday Phonics 
Mr Mc is reviewing the ‘ng’ sound today. 

   https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=F52ZUW4SKyU 
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